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TigerChef Heavy Duty French
Fry Cutter
$129.99
This commercial grade French
Fry Cutter Set will help you create
perfect looking French fries in
minutes.

TigerChef 6 Piece Stainless
Steel Bar Set
$16.84
This bar tool set with citrus garnishes is a serious addition to
any mixologist’s collection.
TigerChef 14 Piece Stainess
Steel Bar and Cocktail Set
$38.95
A mixologist’s dream! Start making Moscow Mule, Mojito, Long
Island Iced Tea and other awesome cocktails in style.
TigerChef 15 Piece Baking
Utensils Set
$48.99
The perfect gift for any beginner
or experienced chef/baker. Highly durable and all inclusive.
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Round Acrylic Gold Beaded
Charger Plate 13”
$1.50
With its rich gold color and beaded rim, this charger plate will
dress up any type of affair.

Winco WB-4 Stainless Steel
Wine Bucket 4 Qt.
$5.59
Add luxury to your table set with
this wine bucket, while helping to
keep wine chilled throughout the
meal.

TigerChef 8 Qt. Full Size Stainless Steel Chafer Set—3 Sets!
$129.99
This stainless steel chafer set is
perfect for serving specialty dishes and will withstand heavy use.
3 full sets included!

TigerChef Florentine 18/0 Flatware Set Service for 12
$12.44
An attractive Florentine pattern
etched along the raised edges of
the rims. This exceptionally
priced set will last for years.
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Winco OMT-17 Terry Mitt Silicone Lining
$2.79
This oven mitt withstands heat
up to 600 degrees while its cotton interior provides additional
protection and comfort.

The Jay Companies Round Silver Beaded Charger Plate 13”
$1.50
Dinner service will be vibrant as
you present each course on top
of this lightweight silver beaded
charger plate.

TigerChef Pizza Server 5”
$0.87
Featuring a stainless steel blade,
this pizza server easily slices
through and slides underneath
the crust.

Winco BS-310 Stainless Steel
Bar Shaker Set
$2.29
Easily mix and pour drinks with
this 3 piece bar shaker set. Perfect for serving martinis and other cocktails.
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TigerChef 6-Piece Pizza Making
Kit
$20.00
This pizza making kit is the perfect gift for beginner or advanced
chefs.

Weston 61-0901-W Heavy-Duty
Meat Slicer 9”
$109.99
Convenient and safe to use, this
meat slicer is a great investment
for high volume delis, grocery
stores and restaurants.
FDick 8194721 8” Chef’s Knife—
1905 Series
$82.48
Made for the professional, this
chef’s knife has a secure but
comfortable grip and is durable
and strong.

Thunder Group PLSD002 Acrylic Straw Dispenser
$15.99
Designed to dispense one straw
at a time, this dispenser keeps
straws neat, tidy, and protected.
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TigerChef 8-Piece Silicone Baking Utensils Set
$34.99
Available in 3 colors, these silicone utensils are long-lasting and
perfect for professional or home
use.

TigerChef Manual French Fry /
Vegetable Dicer with 2 Blades
$29.99
Whether you’re making French
fries, chopping onions or carrots,
this ratchet style dicer makes it
super easy and safe.

TigerChef Complete Pasta /
Burger Maker Supplies Set
$88.99
The perfect set for any BBQ fan!
Allows you to prep burgers and
sausages, and has a pasta attachment to make fresh pasta.
Winco K-12S Sharpening Steel
12”
$4.69
This sharpening steel is made
from rust-resistant stainless steel
that will last for many years.
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TigerChef Heavyweight Plastic
Dinnerware Set—Service for 20
$107
Includes dinner plates, salad
plates, bowls, cups, napkins, napkin bands, forks, spoons and
knives.

TigerChef Combo Paper Goods
Party Pack—Service for 8
$19.99
13 colors! Includes dinner plates,
salad plates, straws, cups, napkins, spoons, forks, knives, tablecloth and garbage bag.

TigerChef 34-Piece Buffet
Chafter Serving Kit (3 Sets)
$59.99
3 sets! Each set includes wire
rack, fuel, water pan, food pans,
serving spoons, serving forks,
serving tong, apron and gloves.

TigerChef Self-Sealing Paper
Napkin Bands—500 Pieces
$10.99 - $12.99
13 colors! Sturdy & durable,
these napkins will keep your napkins and cutlery clean and
wrapped until ready to use.
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